SkinTrack: Using the Body as an Electrical Waveguide
for Continuous Finger Tracking on the Skin
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ABSTRACT

SkinTrack is a wearable system that enables continuous
touch tracking on the skin. It consists of a ring, which emits
a continuous high frequency AC signal, and a sensing
wristband with multiple electrodes. Due to the phase delay
inherent in a high-frequency AC signal propagating through
the body, a phase difference can be observed between pairs
of electrodes. SkinTrack measures these phase differences
to compute a 2D finger touch coordinate. Our approach can
segment touch events at 99% accuracy, and resolve the 2D
location of touches with a mean error of 7.6mm. As our
approach is compact, non-invasive, low-cost and lowpowered, we envision the technology being integrated into
future smartwatches, supporting rich touch interactions
beyond the confines of the small touchscreen.
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H.5.2. [User interfaces] – Input devices and strategies.
INTRODUCTION

Small wearable devices—such as smartwatches and digital
jewelry—are fast becoming viable computing platforms.
However, their small size severely limits the user experience. For example, touchscreens on smartwatches suffer not
only from a paucity of interactive surface area, but also
must contend with significant finger occlusion. In general,
the interfaces on these devices rely on basic input modalities (often four or fewer onscreen buttons, or even just
directional swipes). In response, many research efforts have
investigated how to leverage the area around devices to
open new and potentially larger input modalities.
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Figure 1. Our sensor band and signal-emitting ring allow
the arm to be appropriated for continuous, on-skin touch
tracking (top), expanding interaction beyond the small
confines of a smartwatch touchscreen (bottom).

In this paper, we propose a novel sensing approach for
appropriating the skin as an interactive, touch-tracking
surface (Figure 1). Our system, SkinTrack, has two key
components. First is a ring that emits an imperceptible and
harmless 80MHz, 1.2Vpp AC signal into the finger on
which it is worn. The second component is a wristband,
worn on the opposite arm, and instrumented with a structured electrode pattern. When the user’s finger touches the
skin, the electrical signal propagates into the arm tissue and
radiates outwards. As we will discuss in greater detail later,
the signal takes time to propagate, which means electrodes
located at different places around the wrist will observe
characteristic phase shifts. By measuring these phase
differences across several electrode pairs, SkinTrack can
compute the location of the signal source (i.e., the finger),
enabling real-time touch tracking on the skin.
Compared to prior work, our approach requires no direct
instrumentation of the touch area (i.e., a skin overlay) or
sensor line-of-sight (i.e., cameras). It also has a high signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR), is unaffected by lighting conditions,
and even works through clothing. Results from our user
study demonstrate high reliability and accuracy with a mean
distance error of 7.6mm. We also ran several supplemental
and targeted experiments to further quantify performance
and feasibility, which reveal similar promising results.
Finally, we built a series of example applications to demonstrate the interaction modalities supported by SkinTrack.
RELATED WORK

SkinTrack intersects with several broad research areas; we
briefly summarize key related work.
Appropriating the Skin as an Input Surface

The skin offers an always-available, tactile surface on
which to perform interactions. A wide variety of technical
approaches have been explored. Most straightforward are
worn overlays, which directly augment the skin’s surface
with thin, soft, and deformable materials equipped with
sensing capabilities [26,28,50]. For example, iSkin [53]
uses a bio-compatible, stretchable “sticker” impregnated
with conductive traces, which can capacitively sense finger
touches. Likewise, interactive textiles [43] function as
transient overlays. Finally, it is also possible to more
permanently implant sensors under the skin [23].
It is often desirable to avoid directly instrumenting the input
area and instead sense touches with remote sensing. For
example, sound, like electricity, can conduct through the
body, which has led to the development of several bioacoustic sensing systems [19,36]. It is also possible to use,
e.g., range-finding sonar directly above the skin surface for
finger tracking [33]. Likewise, electrical signatures measured on the bare skin can be leveraged to detect which part
of the human body is being touched [35]. Using a fingerprint sensor, SkInteract [41] detects discrete locations and
orientations on a user’s hand. Optical approaches are also
popular, the simplest of which use infrared proximity
sensors [31,37,40]; more sophisticated are systems that use
depth sensors and cameras to track finger contacts [10,20].
SkinTrack improves upon previous approaches in several
ways. For example, Skinput [19] can only detect touches on
discrete pre-learned skin locations. Mujibiya et al. [36]
extends this sensing capability to enable continuous touch
sensing, but their approach can only sense 1D discrete
gestures (i.e., swipes). In comparison, SkinTrack computes
a finger’s position on the skin in continuous 2D space.
Further, SkinTrack can be worn on the wrist (like a smartwatch) with the signal-emitting ring worn normally, where
as the aforementioned systems uses a forearm placement.
Further, although OmniTouch [20] supports fully continuous 2D touch tracking, the shoulder-mounted depth camera
is socially obtrusive. Finally, as we will show later, SkinTrack can also track a finger hovering above the skin, a
capability offered by few on-body systems.
Expanding Smartwatch Interaction

Researchers have also investigated smartwatch input
techniques that extend beyond the standard touchscreen.

For example, WatchIt [52] proposed using the watchband
for touch input (e.g., as a slider), NanoTouch [3] moved the
touchpad to the rear of the device, while Ashbrook et al. [1]
utilized the watchface bezel. Likewise, Xiao et al. [56] use
the watchface for coarse physical manipulations, such as
twisting and tilting. Non-touch interactions are also possible, for instance, above- and around-device finger and hand
tracking have been demonstrated with magnetic tracking
[6,18]. Infrared proximity sensing has also been used, as
seen in Ni et al. [38], Gesture Watch [29], and HoverFlow
[30]. Lastly, Tomo [58] measured cross-sectional impedance of a user’s wrist to detect muscle movement, enabling
smartwatch control with hand gestures.
Ring Form Factors

Significant advances in the miniaturization of electronics
have enabled “smart rings” to be developed, and used for
both output (see e.g., [45]) and input purposes. For example, LightRing [27] uses an infrared proximity sensor and
gyroscope to track finger movement and clicks, much like a
mouse. eRing [54] uses an electric field to detect finger
posture and dynamic finger gestures. Others have explored
finger-worn cameras; for example, Yang et al. [57] tracks
finger translation and can recognize properties of the
touched surface, while SmartFinger [42] can recognize
devices or touched content, such as telephone numbers.
Similarly, CyclopsRing [4] uses a fisheye lens to enable
whole hand and context-aware interactions. By correlating
accelerometer data from different devices and objects,
PickRing [55] can infer picked up objects; TypingRing [39]
enables text entry on an ad-hoc surface. Finally, Abracadabra [18] and Nenya [2] both employ rings with permanent
magnets, which can be tracked by a magnetometer operating in a proximate smartwatch.
Using the Human Body as an Electrical Conduit

The human body is conductive, which means it can function
as a conduit for sending and receiving electrical signals.
This property been used extensively for personal area
networks (PANs), which modulate an electrical signal onto
the skin [14] for digital communication purposes. Other
systems have used this property for human-computer input.
For example, DiamondTouch [11], an early multi-user
interactive whiteboard, used different ground paths to
differentiate touches from several users. Touché [49]
detects configurations between objects and the human body
by generating a swept frequency signal and analyzing the
impedance curve response. By using though-body electrical
signals, Capacitive Fingerprinting [21] and Biometric
Touch Sensing [24] can differentiate between users. Passive
techniques are also possible, such as Humantenna [7,8] and
EM-Sense [32], which monitor electromagnetic noise
absorbed by the human body for e.g., gesture and object
recognition.
SKINTRACK SENSING PRINCIPLE

SkinTrack relies on the principles that govern electromagnetic (EM) waves propagating along a physical waveguide.
As the human body is conductive, the arm can operate as a

Figure 2. A finger’s location on the skin will produce varying
phase differences observed by electrode pairs. Note the
waveform “ripple” is illustrative and not drawn to scale.

waveguide [25] for electrical signals [13,16,34,46]. In the
human body, the skin has an average permittivity of 17 at
80MHz [15], which means an 80MHz electromagnetic
wave propagates at 7.3×107 m/s, with a peak-to-peak wave
length of ~91cm. Our ring emits an 80MHz AC signal,
which results in a phase difference of ~4° per cm traveled.
Figure 2 offers a simple schematic example. Here, a finger
wearing our signal-emitting ring is touching the skin 2cm to
the left of the smartwatch and 1cm above the midline of the
arm. The smartwatch has two skin-bound electrodes (in red)
separated by 6cm. In this example, the finger is 2.8cm and
4.5cm away from the two electrodes—a difference of 1.7cm.
This results in a phase difference of 6.7° (using an 80MHz
signal), which can be determined by a phase comparator
(blue triangle). This electrode arrangement is most sensitive
to movement along the y-axis (we employ different electrode arrangements to best capture x-axis translations).
To verify our model, we manually measured the phase
difference at known locations on the skin and plotted these
against expected values derived from our model. Specifically, we drew seven crosshairs in a vertical arrangement
(offset 2cm from the left of the smartwatch) at 1cm intervals. As can be seen in Figure 3 (top), these results largely
match what we predicted. We also marked the arm with ten
crosshairs running horizontally along the arm (offset 4cm to
the left of the smartwatch) at 1cm intervals. We used a
different electrode pair (perpendicular to that in Figure 2) to
capture x-axis movements. As before, the measured phase
differences track remarkably well with what our model
predicts (Figure 3, bottom). We suspect these small differences are likely due to arm curvature, variations in tissue
composition, and also the fact that the electrodes are not
discrete points on the skin, but rather small patches – none
of which are controlled for in our model.
IMPLEMENTATION

As noted earlier, SkinTrack has two hardware components:
a signal-emitting ring and a sensor band. We now describe
how these were implemented, along with our system’s
signal processing and machine learning components.

Figure 3. Phase differences computed from theoretical models
vs. collected data using SkinTrack. The asterisk in the upper
figure matches the geometry illustrated in Figure 2.

Signal Emitting Ring

Our ring’s chief component is an oscillator driven by a
3.3V voltage regulator. This generates an 80Mhz sine wave
at 1.2Vpp. This ring consumes 7mA when operating. Thus,
for a 110mAh LiPo battery (2×1×0.5cm), we can continuously power the ring for roughly 15 hours. Experiments
revealed that higher signal amplitudes result in superior
SNR, but at the cost of increased power consumption.
The oscillators signal pin and the ground pin are connected
to parallel electrodes wrapping around the finger (Figure 4).
The two strips of copper have a current flow longitudinal to
the finger, an arrangement that generates optimal SNR with
minimal energy radiating into free air (per prior work, e.g.,
[13,46]). This also allows the system to be more sensitive to
true physical finger touches (and not just proximity of the
fingers). Finally, a thin layer of Mylar was used to cover the
electrodes to ensure that only capacitive coupling exists
between the finger and the electrodes. The Mylar layer
obstructs DC current, which not only reduces power consumption from 12 to 7mA (without resolution loss), but it
also mitigates signal variations from e.g., sweat and inconsistent skin coupling.
We performed multiple experiments to select the most
appropriate frequency for the ring’s active oscillating
signal. There were three key considerations. First, the
frequency must be high enough to ensure that propagation
delays induce measurable phase differences between any
two fixed points. If the frequency is too low, the phase
difference will be too small to measure accurately; if the
frequency is too high, the wave could complete a full cycle
during propagation, producing ambiguous positions due to
wraparound. Second, oscillator power consumption generally increases with higher frequencies (when output voltage
is held constant). Thus, the frequency should be chosen as
low as permissible to save power. Finally, signals with

Figure 5. SkinTrack prototype circuit board (front and back).

SNR. Note that the four pairs of electrodes are symmetric in
all directions, allowing our system to sense all four input
locations (discussed later) without rotating the band. Similar to our ring’s construction, we used a thin Mylar layer
between the electrodes and the skin to ensure a robust
capacitive coupling.
Figure 4. Sensor band and signal-emitting ring (top).
Electrode layout and dimensions (bottom).

higher frequencies more readily radiate into open air
[16,34], which can cause interference and multipath issues.
The ideal signal should be sufficient low in frequency such
that the signals chiefly propagate though the human body.
We experimented with a wide range of frequencies during
development (from 5MHz to 600MHz) and found 80MHz
to be best when weighing these different considerations. An
80MHz signal has a wavelength of 91cm on the skin, which
is roughly twice the length of the average forearm (i.e., no
phase wraparound possible). Further, testing revealed that
80MHz doesn’t freely radiate into the air, and oscillators
operating at this frequency have relatively lower power
consumption.
Sensor Band

Our wristband uses Analog Devices’ AD8302 RF/IF gain
and phase comparator chips [9]. Each AD8302 takes two
signals as input, and computes the gain and phase differences (output as analog values). It provides an accurate
measurement of gain ratio over a ± 30dB range scaled to
30mV/dB, and of phase over a 0°–180° range scaled to
10 mV/°. To improve SNR, we replaced the input termination resistors from the recommended 52.3Ω to 50MΩ.
Further, we placed capacitors between the resistors and
electrodes to form a high pass filter, dampening low frequency environmental EM noise (e.g., 60Hz power line).
This setup captures a receiving signal of around 23mVpp
when the signal-emitting finger is touching the skin.
We used four phase comparator chipsets to measure signals
captured by our four pairs of electrodes (Figures 4 and 5).
Letters denote electrode pairings in Figure 4. Pair ‘A’ and
‘B’ were tuned to be sensitive to movements along the xaxis, and ‘C’ and ‘D’ for y-axis. Since the AD8302 can
only detect absolute phase differences (i.e., no absolute
reference point), we strategically positioned the eight
electrodes around the wristband to get the most distinguishable phase differences. We used a ground plane parallel to
the skin to shield these electrodes and further increase the

In total, our prototype sensing board (Figure 5) produces
eight analog values — one phase difference and one gain
ratio for each of the four comparison channels. These
outputs are sampled using an ATMega328 microcontroller
running at 8MHz, which has eight 10-bit analog-digital
converter (ADC) channels. A Nordic NRF8001 Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) chip transmits these values at approximately 30 updates per second. We found this frame rate to
be fast enough to support interactive touch tracking. Superior frame rates are possible with a faster ADC and higherthroughput wireless communication (moot if integrated into
a smartwatch).
Machine Learning

Our machine learning pipeline for touch tracking has two
stages: First we classify whether the skin is being touched,
and then we track the touch points using regression models.
Our implementation utilized the Weka toolkit [17]. Once
trained, our classifiers are easily computed in real-time on
embedded processors.
Feature set

We used the four gain ratios and four phase differences in
our feature set, as they were inherently discriminative. We
also included the differences between all pairs of the eight
data points (without repetition), resulting in 28 additional
features. Further, we computed the mean, median, max,
min, range, standard deviation, and sum within the group of
gain ratios and group of phase differences respectively,
providing 14 additional features. In total, this yielded 50
features. Both our touch classifier and finger position
regression models utilized this feature set.
Touch Classification

We used a first-level classifier to detect whether the skin
was being touched. For this, we used a support vector
machine (SVM) classifier with default parameters (RBF
kernel, γ=0.3). If a touch was detected, it triggered additional computation for finger tracking, described next.
Finger Position Regression

Once a touch was detected, we used regression models to
compute the finger’s 2D skin coordinate. We used two,
independent regression models (SMOReg, RBF kernel,

γ=0.7), which operated in parallel – one for X position and
another for Y position. To train the regression models, we
marked 3×3 crosshair matrices on the user’s skin with a
30mm interval between crosshairs (Figure 6).
EVALUATION

We designed a series of user studies to answer two paramount questions: 1) how accurately can SkinTrack segment
touch events on the skin, and 2) how accurately can SkinTrack localize these inputs on the skin. In response, we
recruited 12 participants (3 female, mean age=26). Since all
participants were right handed, they wore the sensing band
on the left wrist (the traditional location to wear a watch).
The ring was worn on the index finger of the right hand (see
Figure 4, top).
To summarize, we collected three rounds of training data,
followed by three rounds of live testing. Following a short
break, three more rounds of live testing were conducted.
The study lasted around 1 hour; participants were paid $10.
Setup

We first collected basic user demographic and biometric
information, including gender, age, wrist radius, elbow
radius, arm length, height, weight, and arm hairiness. We
then affixed our sensor band and ring to the participant.
A smartwatch naturally segments the arm into four input
locations: the front and back of the hand, and the front and
back of the forearm (see Figure 6). For each of these
location conditions, we drew a 3×3 crosshair patterns (with
a 30mm interval) on participants’ skin with a washable
marker. For the two hand locations, the crosshair matrix
was centered in the area between the wrist and base of the
fingers (e.g., middle of the palm). For the two forearm
conditions, the matrix was centered between the left edge of
the smartwatch and the elbow joint.
The four input locations were trained and tested sequentially and in a random order. For each input location (front
arm, back hand, etc.), we trained and tested as follows:
Training

First, participants were asked to keep their finger approximately ten or more centimeters above the arm, and move
back and forth in a roughly “W” shape. Over a 10 second
period, 270 data points were collected and recoded as finger
“out of range” instances. The laptop emitted a beep when
collection was complete. Next, a laptop display highlighted
one of the nine possible crosshairs. Participants moved their
finger to this location, and held their finger approximately
1cm above the skin. Over a 1 second period, 30 data points
were captured and saved as “hover” instances, followed by
a beep. Then, for the same crosshair location, the user
touched the skin with their finger. Over a 2 second period,
60 data points were captured and saved as “touch” instances. As before, the laptop emitted a beep when complete.
Each crosshair appeared exactly once and in random order.
This procedure constituted one round of training data
collection. This was repeated twice more, for a total of three

training data rounds. To train our click detection classifier,
we combined out of range and hover instances into a
unified no touch class (1620 instances), which was paired
with the 1620 touch instances. We used all touch instances
to train our X/Y regression models.
Testing

For the most realistic results, we tested SkinTrack live (i.e.,
no post hoc calibrations or algorithm tweaks). The order of
the testing procedure was the same as the training procedure: First, 270 out of range examples were evaluated over
10 seconds, followed by 30 hover and 30 touch examples
for each of the nine crosshair locations. However, unlike
before, the system performed real-time classification of
touch state and finger X/Y location, which was also saved
for later statistical analyses. This testing procedure was
repeated two more times, for a total of three testing rounds,
resulting in 810 out of range instances, 810 hover instances,
and 810 touch instances. This process was repeated for the
four input locations (random order). In total, this meant our
12 participants produced 116,640 test instances.
We then asked participants to remove the sensor band and
rest/stretch their arms/hands, as well as walk around the lab
space. After a few minutes, the sensor band was re-affixed
to the wrist in roughly the same position, though no special
controls or alignment were used (other than what the user
deemed to feel natural). This was followed by a second
block of testing using the same procedure as above. This
data was used for the subsequent “Stability Following Band
Removal” analysis.
Of note, during testing, participants were given no feedback
(verbal, graphical or otherwise) to prevent them from
adjusting e.g., their touch position to adapt to classification/regression results.
RESULTS

We now describe the results of our evaluation, along with
several ancillary results that help quantify other aspects of
our system’s performance and reliability.
Touch Detection Classification

Across 116,640 trials, our system achieved 99.0% touching
vs. not touching classification accuracy. There were no
significant differences between our four input location
conditions: Back Hand achieved 98.4% (SD=1.8%), Front
Hand 99.6% (SD=0.7%), Back Arm 98.9% (SD=1.0%), and
Front Arm 99.1% (SD=0.9%).
As noted previously, not touching was the union of two
sub-classes: out of range and hover. When keeping these
classes separate, and also including touch as a finger state
(i.e., a three-class classifier), mean live accuracy across the
four input locations was 98.5% (SD=3.5%), essentially the
same as touching vs. not touching accuracy.
Finger Tracking Spatial Accuracy

We used the data from the first block of testing to assess the
spatial accuracy of finger tracking. In testing, for each
crosshair touch trial, 30 position estimates were collected

Figure 6. Our four input locations and all-participant click distributions. 2σ confidence ellipses capture 97.8% of touches.

sequentially over a one second period. We use all 30
positions for a post hoc analysis described later, but used
only the very first position estimate for this live assessment.
Although this precluded any ability to smooth or filter the
estimated touch position, it also ensured the lowest input
latency (~33ms).
Combining data from all crosshairs and input locations,
mean positional error is 7.6mm (SD=1.2mm). This result
compares favorably to other on-body finger tracking
systems (see e.g., [19,20,33]). We found no significant
difference between input locations.
Another way to visualize this result is to compute how large
targets would have to be (i.e., buttons) in order achieve a
specified “click” accuracy. This analysis was performed in
OmniTouch [20], and we followed the procedure outlined
in the paper. Specifically, we first removed outlier touch
trials – those lying greater than three standard deviations
away from the mean absolute difference between the
recorded touch point and the intended crosshair (28 trials,
2.2% of our data). We then plotted confidence ellipsoids
encompassing 97.8% (i.e., mean + 2σ) of touches for each
crosshair, across all four input locations.
This result, drawn to scale, is illustrated in Figure 6. In
general, accuracy reduces the farther touches are away from
the sensor band. This is because the relative Euclidean
distance delta between electrodes pairs decreases, along
with SNR. Figure 7 offers a direct comparison to OmniTouch [20] (blue) and also plots a result found by Holz et
al. [22] for conventional capacitive touchscreens (orange).

Figure 7. The button diameters (mm) necessary to
encompass 97.8% of touches (2σ). Comparative results from
OmniTouch [20] are shown in blue; Holz et al. [22] in orange.
Error bars represent standard deviation across users.

Latency vs. Accuracy Tradeoff

In our “Finger Tracking Spatial Accuracy” results section,
we used the very first position estimate reported by SkinTrack to achieve minimum input latency. However, it is
often advantageous for sensors to sample several data
points and combine them (e.g., mean) to achieve a superior
resolution. To investigate this, we configured our experiment code to record 30 position estimates sequentially over
a one second period for each crosshair trial.
We then used this data to compute the mean of an everenlarging pool of positional readings. In other words, at t=1,
only the first sensed location is used. At t=10, the average
consists of the first ten readings, and so on, up to all 30 data
points being used (i.e., around one second of data collection
at current sensor frame rate). We found that although
positional accuracy increases as more sensor readings are
integrated into the average, the gain is modest—an improvement of only 0.1mm—and likely not worth the cost of
the increased latency (Figure 8).
Stability Following Band Removal

The previous section looked at performance when SkinTrack was trained and tested on a user without removal.
Indeed, this is how most on-body systems are tested, as they
are typically very sensitive to body placement (e.g., bioacoustics [19,36], EMG [47,48], and capacitive sensing
[44,58]). However, it is unrealistic to expect users to never
remove a device. Thus, we wished to better understand the
accuracy reduction that occurs when SkinTrack is removed
and replaced on the skin, without recalibration.

Figure 8. Average distance error over time. X-axis represents
number of sensor readings utilized in the average (30
updates per second, up to one second).

For a single participant, we used all touch trials from a
single location (all three rounds from training block one),
and relabeled them as one of the four possible classes: Back
Arm, Front Arm, Back Hand and Front Hand. This was
used to train a four-class SMO classifier (RBF kernel,
γ=0.3). We then evaluated this model using the first block
of testing data, revealing a location-sensing accuracy of
97.0% (SD=3.7%).
Cross-User Accuracy
Figure 9. Average distance error (with standard error).

As described in our study procedure, we conducted a
second block of testing that followed a brief break where
the sensor band was removed. Once the sensor band was reworn, we found that touching vs. not touching classification
accuracy decreased to 96.8% (SD=0.65%), a 2.2% reduction, though this result is not statistically significant. The
average positional error was 12.8mm (SD=3.0mm), an
increase of 5.2mm (Figure 9), which is significantly worse
that pre-removal accuracy (p<.05). This result suggests that
SkinTrack, like most other bio-sensing systems, is similarly
sensitive to sensor replacement.
Hover Sensing Spatial Accuracy

Although not a focus of the study, our experimental design
naturally produced hover trials associated with an X/Y
position (where users hovered above a target crosshair,
before descending to touch it). Thus, it was easy to integrate
a real-time validation of hover tracking accuracy. More
specifically, we used hover data collected during the three
training rounds to create regression models (SMOreg, RBF
kernel, γ=0.1) for the X- and Y-axes. These ran in parallel
with the X/Y touch regression models.
Because of the air gap between the finger and skin, less
signal is transmitted into the arm. However, at these high
frequencies, there is still some transmission, with the arm
acting like an antenna. However, this is lossy and the signal
is attenuated, reflected and otherwise distorted. Nonetheless,
we found that basic tracking is still possible (see Video
Figure), though at reduced spatial precision: a mean distance error of 12.0mm (SD=8.6mm) for Front Arm,
11.8mm (SD=9.7mm) for Back Arm, 12.7mm (SD=8.8mm)
for Front Hand, and 7.6 mm (SD=6.3mm) for Back Hand.
Though offering reduced finger tracking resolution, we take
advantage of this hover capability in one of our example
applications (Buttons and Keys, Figure 12), as prior research has demonstrated the utility of combing hover and
touch interactions [5].
Input Location Sensing

Given that we collected data across four input locations, we
were curious if a classifier could be built that could discern
which location was being touched, as thus be used to load
the appropriate X/Y regressions for that particular body
location. To explore this, we conducted a post hoc experiment using data collected during our live testing.

An ideal sensing technique is accurate even when it has
never seen a user before (i.e., no per-user training or calibration). This is particularly challenging for on-body
sensing methods, as bodies vary substantially across people.
To test SkinTrack’s ability to scale across users with a
general-purpose classifier, we used our collected data to
run a post-hoc simulation. Specifically, we trained our
classifiers and regression models using training data from
eleven participants, and tested on a twelfth’s data (all
combinations). We found that touch/no-touch classification
accuracy dropped to 92.6% (SD=3.7%) across all participants and input positions. Similarly, the mean distance error
of finger tracking increased to 24.1mm (SD=3.3mm). This
suggests that although some common signal is present to
enable coarse tracking, more research is required to help
close this gap and achieve more practical accuracies.
Demographics and Biometrics

An F-test showed no significant effect for any of the demographic or biometric factors we collected, including gender,
age, wrist radius, elbow radius, arm length, body-mass
index (BMI), and arm hairiness. One biometric had borderline significance—hairiness (p=.052). For this, we used an
informal three-point scale based on hair thickness observed
on participants’ forearms. We found a slight trend of
reduced touch spatial accuracy as hair level increased:
“none or light hair” had a mean distance error of 6.9mm
(SD=3.1mm), while “medium hair” and “dense or long
hair” showed means of 11.3mm (SD=6.8mm) and 11.8
(SD=6.2) respectively. However, we caution that our
participant pool is small, and thus it is hard to make robust
conclusions.
SUPPLEMENTARY EVALUATION

Following our main user study, we conducted several
smaller and more focused supplemental studies. For these
experiments, we recruited three new participants (all male,
with a mean age of 25). The experimental setup was the
same as the main user study.
High Spatial Resolution and Sensing Distance

In order to keep our main user study under one hour in
duration, it was necessary to use crosshair grids only 3×3 in
size. Unfortunately, this lacked spatial variety on which to
properly train a regression model, though even with limited
training data, our models were still sub-centimeter accurate.
Thus, in this supplemental experiment, we doubled the
density of our crosshair grid (15mm intervals, instead of

accuracy dropped slightly to 97.8% (vs. 99.3% sleeves up).
This suggests that despite adding an insulating layer, the
signal can readily propagate through at least thin clothing.
Skin Moisture

Figure 10. Distribution of finger tracking error on the back of
the arm when the X/Y touch regressions are trained on
higher resolution data. Diameters represent mean distance
error for each crosshair and are drawn to scale.

30mm previously), and also extended the input area. Specifically, we used a 9×5 grid for Back Arm and a 7×5 grid for
Back Hand (Figure 10). We did not evaluate either front
input locations, but the results should be similar. We used
the same data collection procedure as the main study, but
only collected one training and one testing round, due to the
large number of crosshairs (80 in total). The result, drawn
to scale, is shown in Figure 10; mean distance error was
8.9mm (SD=4.7mm). As before, error increases as the
finger moves farther away from the sensor band.
Discrete Finger Sensing

As previously demonstrated by several on-body systems
[19,48], the discrete nature of fingers makes them ideal
“buttons” for e.g., triggering different interactive functions.
Thus, we tested if SkinTrack could recognize touches to
each of the five fingertips. Specifically, we defined six class
labels: no touch, thumb, index, middle, ring and little
fingers. From each of our three participants, and for each
class, we collected 90 data points (3 rounds of 30 data
points). We used this training data to initialize a six-class
SMO classifier (Polynomial kernel, E=1.0), which uses the
same feature set as previous sections. We then tested finger
classification accuracy live, which yielded 91.8% accuracy
(SD=7.7%).
Clothing

Clothing can significantly disrupt on-body sensing systems,
especially those employing optical approaches (e.g., IR
proximity, cameras). Thus, we were curious how well our
approach would function if a layer of clothing was introduced post-training. We had our three participants wear
long sleeve shirts (roughly 1mm in thickness), initially
rolled up behind the elbow. Matching our main user study,
we collected three rounds of training data on a 3×3 crosshair grid for the Back Arm location.
We then immediately moved to live testing (also using the
same procedure as our main study), yielding a mean distance error of 10.0mm (SD=6.7mm) with the sleeves up.
We then pulled the sleeves down, covering the target
crosshairs, and repeated the live accuracy testing (i.e., no
retraining). Encouragingly, we found no degradation in
tracking accuracy (9.7mm sleeves down vs. 10.0mm mean
error sleeves up). However, touch/no-touch classification

The electrical properties of the skin can vary based on
moisture level (e.g., perspiration or washing of the hands).
To investigate if this affected SkinTrack, we had our three
participants train the system (same procedure as above),
followed by immediate live accuracy testing. Participants
then wiped their arm with a wet paper towel to moisten the
skin at a level similar to having just washed ones’ hands.
Using the same classifier, we ran a second round of live
testing. Mean distance error for pre- and postmoisturization was 10.0mm (SD=6.7mm) and 9.4mm
(SD=6.1mm) respectively; touch/no-touch classification
appeared similarly unaffected (97.9% vs. 97.5%).
Ring on a Different Finger

For all previous experiments, the signal-emitting ring was
worn on the index finger, which was also used for input.
Although the index finger is often used for touch interaction,
it is more typical for rings to be worn on the ring finger. In
response, we ran one final supplemental study that had our
three participants wear the ring on the ring finger, but still
use their index finger for pointing. We used the same
training and testing procedure as described above.
We found that spatial accuracy was comparable to our
previous results (mean error of 8.7mm, SD=8.3mm).
However, touch/no-touch classification dropped to 85.0%
(SD=9.1%). We hypothesize this is due to multipath issues
and also simply a longer signal path to the index finger’s tip.
EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

We built several illustrative applications that highlight
SkinTrack’s potential to expand the interaction space of
wearable devices. To create interactive applications, we
combined our sensor band with a LG G smartwatch. Using
this platform (Figures 1 and 11-16), we built several applications that demonstrate different interaction modalities
enabled by SkinTrack. These include buttons on the skin,
scrolling content, directional swiping gestures, and panning
of 2D content, among others. We now describe these
interactions in greater detail (please also see Video Figure).
Game Controller. SkinTrack mitigates screen occlusion by
expanding smartwatch interaction out onto the user’s skin.
Continuous 2D tracking on the skin affords complex
interactions suitable in e.g., gaming applications. For
example, a user can play Angry Birds by dragging on the
skin. Touching and dragging on the skin (Figure 1A-B) sets
the projectile angle and velocity.
Hierarchical Navigation and Continuous Scrolling. SkinTrack also supports discrete directional swiping gestures
and 1D continuous, slider-style touch tracking. For example, a user can navigate through a list of applications by
swiping up and down (Figure 11A-B). Swiping right selects
the current item (e.g., music app as in Figure 11C). The

Figure 12. The back of the hand can be used as a number
keypad. Finger hover location controls an on-screen cursor
(A,C) to assist in targetting buttons (B).

Figure 11. Swiping up or down navigates between apps
(A,B). Swiping right launches the selected app (C). Sliding
can also be used to continiously scroll a playlist (D,E);
swiping right plays the selected song.

skin can then be used as a 1D continuous slider to scroll
through a playlist (Figure 11D-E). Finally, swiping right
plays the selected song (Figure 11F).
Buttons and Keys. SkinTrack can also detect touches within
a discrete 2D space, for example, a number keypad (Figure
12), where the back of the hand can be used to dial a phone
number (Figure 12B). Hover tracking is used to provide an
on-screen cursor to assist in targeting (Figure 12A,C).
Map Navigation. Interactive functions can be designated to
specific regions on the skin. For example, in a map application, the user can zoom in and out by scrolling on the hand
(right of smartwatch, Figure 13A-B). Likewise, the map can
be panned by dragging on the arm (left of smartwatch,
Figure 13C-D). Tapping the screen brings up additional
information on the selected point of interest (Figure 13E).
Drawing. Users’ fingers can be used as triggers for specific
functions or events. For example, in a drawing application,
the index finger and thumb can be used to toggle color
selection (Figure 14A,C), while the back of the hand serves
as a drawing canvas (Figure 14B,D). The smartwatch
screen provides real-time and un-occluded graphics.

Figure 13. 1D Scrolling on hand zooms map (A,B). 2D
Scrolling on the arm controls panning (C,D). Clicking the
touchscreen triggers selection (E).

Skin App Shortcuts. Synergistic interactions between the
touchscreen and skin are also possible. For example, a user
can designate spatial shortcuts by “dragging” app icons off
of the screen and onto the skin (Figure 15A-D). Apps can
then be quickly launched by tapping the corresponding skin
location (Figure 15E-F), which launches the appropriate
app on the smartwatch.
Global Gestures and Fast Scrolling. Finally, SkinTrack can
also offer 2D gestures, which can be used to launch global
commands. For example, a user can draw an “N” on their
skin to launch a news app (Figure 16A-B). Or draw an “A”
to open the address book (Figure 16C-D). While in the
address book app, the touch screen can be used for finegrained scrolling through contacts, while the skin is used
for fast alphabetic scrolling (Figure 16E-F).
LIMITATIONS

The most significant obstacle to SkinTrack commercialization is sensing stability across time. Like other bio-sensing
systems, we observed slight signal changes over the course
of a day, even without removal. The fact is, the human body
is in constant motion and skin condition naturally varies
(i.e., hydration, sweat etc.). As noted previously, insulating
our electrodes with Mylar reduced sensitivity to such skin
changes. This might be further dampened with a longer
training process and superior materials and ergonomics.
Also noted earlier is the accuracy drop following sensor
removal. One possible compromise solution is to perform
rapid calibration upon replacement (e.g., touching several
known points), which tweaks parameters to once again
establish accurate tracking.

Figure 14. Thumb and index finger toggle color selection (A,C).
The back of the hand is used as a drawing canvas (B,D).

Figure 15. App icons can be dragged from the smartwatch
screen onto a skin location (A-D). Afterwards, tapping on the
skin location launches the corresponding application (E,F).

Another issue is powering our signal-emitting ring. Although our circuit design is relatively power efficient, the
ring must continuously emit a signal. One solution to
reduce power consumption is to adopt advanced filters on
the sensor band. This could lower the ring’s signal amplitude (saving power) without affecting SNR. Another
solution is to dynamically activate signal emission, perhaps
in response to a capacitive change or vibro-acoustic event
indicative of a finger touch. This could significantly reduce
the duty cycle of the signal output (though other processes
would have to be running instead).
Finally, we also noticed that the physical contact condition
of the finger pressed to the skin can affect the reported
position. For example, pressing hard with the finger (i.e.,
with above average pressure) caused the system to report
movement, though the position was actually static. Likewise, changes in finger orientation (e.g., pitch and yaw)
also affected position estimation, due to through-air coupling. It is possible that the use of superior filters, different
frequencies, or even multiple frequencies could resolve this
issue, though more research is required.
DISCUSSION

We found no studies in the literature indicating a link
between low-level electric or magnetic fields and disease.
In fact, the human body is under low-level electrical excitation by commonplace devices all the time. For instance,
touchscreens measure a small amount of current drawn by
the finger to detect touch positions. Digital scales that
measure BMI use a similar signal for measurement [12,51].
Even under fluorescent light, a small current is induced by
electromagnetic noise.

Figure 16. Global gestures can be assigned to applications,
such as “N” for news (A,B) or “A” for address book (C,D).
Additionally, the touchscreen can be used for fine-grained
scrolling (E), while the skin offers a rapid alphabetic scroll (F).

It also does not appear that SkinTrack interferes with other
electronic devices. For example, in our example applications (see Video Figure), SkinTrack works together with a
conventional touchscreen. This is mainly because they
operate at different frequency ranges, and their respective
internal filters suppress unwanted signals. However, more
expansive investigation is required to ensure sure there is
not detrimental interference.
CONCLUSION

In this work, we have described SkinTrack, a novel sensing
technique that enables continuous finger tracking on the
skins’ surface from a sensor-instrumented smartwatch. The
user needs only to wear a special ring, which emits an
active signal. To characterize our approach, we described a
series of evaluations investigating over a dozen different
performance metrics relevant to SkinTrack. When trained
on a user, our approach can accurately detect touch events
at 99% accuracy, and resolve touch locations to within
7.6mm on average. This is approaching touchscreen-like
accuracy and can be used to support a wide range of rich
interactive functionalities. This work not only sets a new
bar for on-skin touch tracking accuracy, but also enables it
in a more practical form factor than previous methods.
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